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the Third
Millennium

Epic Pedophilia Scandal Shakes 

The United States Of America 

To Its Core

PIZZAGATE  Is Really a Cover-up of a Much More
Scandalous Global Crime Syndicate

 

State of the Nation

For those who are uninitiated in the subterranean realm of

organized pedophilia, child traf�cking, and Satanic ritual child

sexual abuse, it is critical that you do not stop reading here.

The Greatest Global Criminal Conspiracy Of All Time Is About To

Be Revealed

For the nationwide scandal known as PIZZAGATE lies at the very

nexus of the U.S. Federal Government and Hollywood.  Because of

this grim reality, the reader can no longer ignore the extraordinary

import of this ongoing scourge occurring across America 24/7.

Huge Breakthrough in D.C. Pedophilia Ring

That was the good news; now for the bad news.

PIZZAGATE, sometimes known as Pedogate, is not really about run-

of-the-mill pedophiles in government and politics, �lm and TV.  The
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tabloid press has been full of reports about the rampant pedophilia

that has always gone on in both realms.  To say that they are joined

at the hip is quite true and therefore to be taken literally.

However, there is a dirty little secret that has been painstakingly

kept out of the public domain … and for very ‘good’ reason.

The pedophilia scandals that have rocked the USA are actually

just a cover-up for something much more serious and sinister.  As

follows:

Much of the child traf�cking is actually being conducted in the

interest of (i) organ traf�cking from young, healthy yet involuntary

child donors, (ii) tissue harvesting from extremely young and/or

euthanized infants and (iii) blood harvesting from the same.

This is the real goal of the massive pedophilia network that has

taken over American government and the Motion Picture Industry.

 The conspirators who control the pedo-networks from the very top

are seeking to use the children in far more nefarious ways than ever

talked or written about.

Missing children, kidnapped Children, runaway
children

Where do you think a vast majority of missing children end up?

 Most are never found, and the few that are end up telling stories

that are stranger than a Stephen King novel. Many of these children

have been either outright kidnapped or lured into a predicament by

their kidnappers and captors who appear to be their friends.

Because they have been quite unfortunately entrapped by

individuals that usually know nothing of their ultimate destination

or use, the real pedogate back story has never been broken. That’s

because the entire planetary pedo-operation is literally run like a
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C.I.A. black operation, whereby each operative functions in a highly

compartmentalized fashion and on a strictly need-to-know basis.

Without this absolute secrecy being enforced in tandem with a

communication code that is religiously utilized by all the co-

conspirators, this worldwide blackop would have been blown wide

open decades ago.  Thankfully, a ‘little’ Hillary Clinton �asco known

as Benghazigate took place in 2012 which set the wheels in motion

for PIZZAGATE to explode in the Alt-Media in 2016.  Here’s how it

all unfolded:

Benghazigate Broke Open Emailgate, 

Emailgate Broke Open Servergate, 

Servergate and Emailgate Broke Open Weinergate, 

Weinergate Broke Open Pizzagate

Guess what’s coming next? 

(Source: PIZZAGATE: The Scandal That Will Take Down the

Clintons, the Democratic Party and the U.S. Federal

Government)

There’s a very deliberate agenda behind all the photos that are

placed on milk cartons of missing children.  That agenda is now

being exposed in real time for the whole world to see.  Those

children are speci�cally chosen because of their bloodline, their

astrological birth chart and their overall health status.

What’s the ultimate goal of the global pedo-network?

Those who sit at the peak of the pinnacle of the pyramid of worldly

power seek one thing above all else.  The Powers That Be (TPTB)

really do seek immortality. Not divine immortality as sought by the

yogis of India or mystics of Kashmir Shaivism; rather, TPTB deeply

desire human immortality. They want to live forever in a human

body that never ages… or dies

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=56142
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Toward that end, they have zealously collaborated in an ardent

effort to obtain the best means of ensuing longevity by every

possible way, with the hope of ultimately �nding the legendary

Fountain of Youth.

It did not take these controllers of this realm very long to

understand that children and infants possess the right stuff where it

concerns maximizing longevity.  As a matter of scienti�c fact, the

blood of a child is typically much cleaner and healthier than an

average adult because they are not so toxic from living on Planet

Earth for so long.

Of course, child organs are also much healthier and have less bio-

accumulation of toxicities compared to older folks.  Hence, the

organs, tissues and blood of young children are greatly valued by

those who seek optimal health and/or wish to slow down their aging

process.  For instance, blood transfusions are often received by the

elites to heal a sick or rejuvenate an aging body. (Is Hillary

Receiving Blood Transfusions?)

Conclusion

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=51269
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The revelations which are slowly coming out of the investigation

of PIZZAGATE are both shocking and unprecedented in human

history.  Most Americans don’t even have a clue about how the

three branches of the US government, along with the Fourth Estate,

have been controlled by the sordid secrets associated

with PIZZAGATE .  Many a politician has been perfectly controlled

throughout their entire careers because of various pedo-scandals

hidden in their closets.

They are routinely compelled by the true masters and coerced by

their controllers to act in a manner that often goes against the

interest of their constituencies and country-at-large. Acts of sexual

depravity and lurid sex crimes involving children have been used for

decades to control the political class of America and beyond.

The Deep Back Story to the Worldwide Pedophilia Ring

However, that’s all about to change in 2016…and especially in

2017.  Now that PIZZAGATE has been blown wide open, there’s

simply no putting the truth-telling genie back in the bottle.  The

Internet has seen to it that anyone can become a citizen journalist

or armchair investigator in real time, and many are playing their

parts quite well.  Truly, the Fifth Estate is quickly rising in the

�rmament of media.

The Fifth Estate Casts Its Shadow Like a Massive Mothership

Because PIZZAGATE has been a primarily Democratic scandal, the

centipedes who worked assiduously to get Donald Trump elected

see these daily disclosures as a necessary vindication of their GOD

Emperor as he is playfully known.  As such, the unparalleled devilry

of PIZZAGATE must be exposed post haste if Trump is to be freed to

govern without so much harassment from the complicit mainstream

media (MSM).

http://themillenniumreport.com/2016/11/whore-of-babylon-revealed/
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It is primarily for this reason that the MSM has literally declared

war on the Alt-Media, even threatening to stop the ad delivery

networks by Google and to cease providing copy space by

Facebook.  The exceedingly corrupt MSM mean business and will

stop at nothing to prevent PIZZAGATE from going prime time. After

all, the criminal MSM titans and their many agents have

participated in this multi-decade scandal either directly or

indirectly, and speci�cally by way of the ever-intensifying cover-up.

State of the Nation 

November 22, 2106

Reference

PIZZAGATE: The Owner’s (Of Comet Ping Pong Pizza) Full Name

Means “I Love Children” In French

Editor’s Note

The following articles are provided for those who are new

to PIZZAGATE. Each one offers a different angle on this rapidly

unfolding “Greatest Scandal of the Third Millennium”.

Pizzagate: How are George W. Bush and Jeff Gannon

connected?

Why is a pizza joint owner named James Alefantis listed as

the 49th most powerful man in Washington DC?

Pieces of ‘art’ from the woman who decorates John

Podesta’s favorite pizza parlor

Washington’s Blog Correctly Connects Pizzagate to

Everything That’s Wrong In The World

Get ‘Em, Donald Trump: PizzaGate Is Real

Amanda Kleinman’s “Heavy Breathing” Facebook Page

An Open Secret – A MUST WATCH!
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Here are some newer posts on PIZZAGATE:

Why it’s imperative for citizen journalists to investigate

Pizzagate

Trump’s National Security Advisor Has Questions About

Pizzagate

PizzaGate is PedophileGate

The Take Down of George Soros Has Begun Lucid Dreamer

PizzaGate – Unraveling the Occult Pedophilia Ring Coding

of the Political Elite

PIZZAGATE SMOKING GUN! LITTLE RED FOX

CONNECTION TO CLINTONS! (#PIZZAGATE, WIKILEAKS)

BREAKING: New Satanic #PizzaGate “Art” WILL OUTRAGE

YOU

___ 
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